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Abstract
An observable effects a schematization of the Quantum event struc-
ture by correlating Boolean algebras picked by measurements with
the Borel algebra of the real line. In a well-defined sense Boolean
observables play the role of coordinatizing objects in the Quantum
world, by picking Boolean figures and subsequently opening Boolean
windows for the perception of the latter, interpreted as local measure-
ment charts. A mathematical scheme for the implementation of this
thesis is being proposed based on Category theoretical methods. The
scheme leads to a manifold representation of Quantum structure in
0Previous address: Theoretical Physics Group, Imperial College, The Blackett Labora-
tory, London SW7 2BZ, U.K.
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terms of topos-theoretical Boolean reference frames. The coordinatiz-
ing objects give rise to structure preserving maps with the modeling
objects as their domains, effecting finally an isomorphism between
quantum event algebra objects and Boolean localization systems for
the masurement of observables.
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1 Introduction
In the working understanding of physical theories the concept of observables
is associated with physical quantities that in principle can be measured.
Quantum theory stipulates that quantities admissible as measured results
must be real numbers. The resort to real numbers has the advantage of mak-
ing our empirical access secure, since real number representability consists
our form of observation. In any experiment performed by an observer, the
propositions that can be made concerning a physical quantity are of the type
which asserts that the value of the physical quantity lies in some Borel set of
the real numbers. The proposition that the value of a physical quantity lies
in a Borel set of the real line corresponds to an event in the ordered event
structure of the theory as it is apprehended by an observer. Thus we obtain
a mapping from the Borel sets of the real line to the event structure which
captures precisely the notion of observable.
Z : Bor(R)→ L
Most importantly the above mapping is required to be a homomorphism. In
this representation Bor(R) stands for the algebra of events associated with
a measurement device interacting with a physical system. The homomor-
phism assigns to every empirical event in Bor(R) a proposition or event in
L, stating a measurement fact about the physical system interacting with the
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measuring device. We may argue that the real line endowed with its Borel
structure serves as a modeling object which schematizes the event algebra of
an observed system by projecting into it its structure. In the Hilbert space
formalism of Quantum theory events are considered as closed subspaces of a
seperable, complex Hilbert space corresponding to a physical system. Then
the quantum event algebra is identified with the lattice of closed subspaces
of the Hilbert space, ordered by inclusion and carrying an orthocomplemen-
tation operation which is given by the orthogonal complements of the closed
subspaces [1, 2]. Subsequently a quantum event structure is defined to be the
category of quantum event algebras and quantum algebraic homomorphisms.
In this work we will develop the idea that in Quantum theory, observables
can be understood as providing a coordinatization of the Quantum world by
establishing a relativity principle. An intuitive flavour of this insight is pro-
vided by Kohen-Specker theorem [3], according to which it is not possible to
understand completely a quantum mechanical system with the use of a single
system of Boolean devices. On the other side, in every concrete experimental
context, the set of events that have been actualized in this context forms a
Boolean algebra. Hence it is reasonable to assert that an observable picks a
specific Boolean algebra, which can be considered as a Boolean subalgebra
of the Quantum lattice of events. In essence an observable schematizes the
Quantum event structure by correlating its Boolean subalgebras picked by
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measurements with the smallest Boolean algebra containing all the clopen
sets of the real line. In the light of this Boolean observables play the role of
coordinatizing objects in the attempt to probe the Quantum world. This is
equivalent to the statement that a Boolean algebra in the lattice of Quantum
events picked by an observable, serves as a reference frame, conceived in a
precise topos-theoretical sense, relative to which the measurement result is
being coordinatized, suggesting a contextualistic perspective on the structure
of Quantum events. Philosophically speaking, we can assert that the quan-
tum world is being perceived through Boolean reference frames, regulated by
our measurement procedures, which interlock to form a coherent picture in
a non-trivial way.
In this work we propose a mathematical scheme for the implementation
of the above thesis based on Category theoretical methods [4-7]. The main
guiding idea in our investigation consists of the use of objects belonging to
the Boolean species of observable structure as modeling figures for probing
the objects belonging to the Quantum species of observable structure. The
language of Category theory is perfectly suited to implement this idea in a
universal way. The Boolean event algebras shaping objects, being formed
by our measurement procedures, give rise to structure preserving maps with
these objects as their domains, which under appropriate compatibility re-
lations, provide an isomorphism between Quantum algebras of events and
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measurement Boolean localisation systems. The essense of this scheme is the
development of a Boolean manifold perspective on Quantum event structures,
according to which a Quantum event algebra consists an interconnected fam-
ily of Boolean ones interlocking in a non-trivial way. The physical interpre-
tation of the Boolean manifold scheme takes place through the identification
of Boolean charts in systems of measurement localisation for quantum event
algebras with reference frames of a topos-theoretical nature, relative to which
the results of measurements can be coordinatized. Thus any Boolean chart
in an atlas for a quantum algebra of events corresponds to a set of classi-
cal Boolean events which become realizable in the experimental context of
it. The above identification is equivalent to the introduction of a relativity
principle in Quantum theory and suggests a contextualistic interpretation of
its formalism. To sum up the Quantum world is being perceived through
Boolean reference frames objectified by measuring arrangements being set
up experimentally.
In Section 2, we introduce the categories associated with observable struc-
tures. In Section 3, we construct Boolean shaping and Boolean presheaf
observable functors, and also develop the idea of fibrations over Boolean ob-
servables. In Section 4, we prove the existence of an adjunction between the
topos of presheaves of Boolean observables and the category of Quantum
observables. In Section 5, we analyze this adjoint situation and show that
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the adjunctive correspondence is based on a ”tensor product” construction.
In Section 6, the notion of systems of localization for measurement of observ-
ables over a quantum event algebra is being introduced and analyzed. Finally
in Section 7, we establish the representation of quantum event algebras as
manifolds of Boolean measurement localization systems.
2 Categories associated with Observables
According to the category-theoretical approach to each species of mathe-
matical structure, there corresponds a category whose objects have that
structure, and whose morphisms preserve it. Moreover to any natural con-
struction on structures of one species, yielding structures of another species,
there corresponds a functor from the category of first species to the category
of the second.
AClassical event structure is a category, denoted by B, which is called
the category of Boolean event algebras. Its objects are Boolean algebras of
events, and its arrows are Boolean algebraic homomorphisms.
A Quantum event structure is a category, denoted by L, which is
called the category of Quantum event algebras.
Its objects are Quantum algebras of events, that is, partially ordered
sets of Quantum events, endowed with a maximal element 1, and with an
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operation of orthocomplementation [−]∗ : L qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L, which satisfy, for all l ∈ L
the following conditions: [a] l ≤ 1, [b] l∗∗ = l, [c] l∨l∗ = 1, [d] l ≤ l´ ⇒ l´∗ ≤ l∗,
[e] l⊥l´ ⇒ l∨ l´ ∈ L, [g] l∨ l´ = 1, l∧ l´ = 0⇒ l = l´∗, where 0 := 1∗, l⊥l´ := l ≤ l´∗,
and the operations of meet ∧ and join ∨ are defined as usually.
Its arrows are Quantum algebraic homomorphisms, that is maps L H qqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq K,
which satisfy, for all k ∈ K the following conditions: [a] H(1) = 1, [b]
H(k∗) = [H(k)]∗, [c] k ≤ k´ ⇒ H(k) ≤ H(k´), [d] k⊥k´ ⇒ H(k ∨ k´) ≤
H(k) ∨H(k´).
Next we introduce the categories associated with structures of observ-
ables.
A Quantum observable space structure is a category, denoted by
OB, which is called the category of spaces of Quantum observables.
Its objects are the sets Ω of real-valued observables on a quantum event
algebra L, where each observable Ξ is defined to be an algebraic homomor-
phism from the Borel algebra of the real line Bor(R), to the quantum event
algebra L.
Ξ : Bor(R)→ L
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
[i] Ξ(∅) = 0,Ξ(R) = 1, [ii] E
⋂
F = ∅ ⇒ Ξ(E) ⊥ Ξ(F ), for E, F ∈
Bor(R), [iii] Ξ(
⋃
nEn) =
∨
nΞ(En), where E1, E2, . . . sequence of mutually
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disjoint Borel sets of the real line.
If L is isomorphic with the orthocomplemented lattice of orthogonal pro-
jections on a Hilbert space, then it follows from von Neumann’s spectral
theorem that the observables are in 1-1 correspondence with the hypermax-
imal Hermitian operators on the Hilbert space.
Moreover each set Ω is endowed with a right action R : Ω×Borf(R)→
Ω from the semigroup of all real-valued Borel functions of a real variable
f : R→ R which satisfy the following condition:
E ∈ Bor(R)⇒ f−1(E) ∈ Bor(R)
According to the above we have
(Ξ, f) ∈ Ω× Borf(R) 7−→ Ξ • f = Ξ(f−1(E)) ∈ Ω
To sum up the objects of the category of Quantum Observables are the spaces
Ω =< Ω,R > of real-valued observables.
Its arrows are the quantum observable spaces homomorphisms h : Ω →
U, namely set-homomorphisms []h : Ω→ U which respect the right action of
Borf(R):
[Ξ • f ]h = Ξh • f
We note that Ω and U are regarded as defined over the same quantum event
algebra L, otherwise we have to take into account the quantum algebraic
homomorphisms as well.
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Diagram 1
Using the information encoded in the categories of Quantum event alge-
bras L, and spaces of Quantum observables OB, it is possible to construct
a new category, called the category of Quantum observables, which is going
to play a key role in the subsequent analysis, and defined as follows:
AQuantum observable structure is a category, denoted by OQ, which
is called the category of Quantum observables.
Its objects are the quantum observables Ξ : Bor(R) → L and its ar-
rows Ξ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq Θ are the commutative triangles [Diagram 1], or equivalently the
quantum algebraic homomorphisms L H qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq K in L, such that Θ = H ◦ Ξ in
[Diagram 1] is again a quantum observable.
Correspondingly, a Boolean observable structure is a category, de-
noted by OB, which is called the category of Boolean observables.
Its objects are the Boolean observables ξ : Bor(R) → B and its arrows
are the Boolean algebraic homomorphisms B h qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq C in B, such that θ = h ◦ ξ
in [Diagram 2] is again a Boolean observable.
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Diagram 2
3 Presheaf and Coordinatization Boolean Ob-
servable Functors
3.1 Presheaves of Boolean Observables and their Cat-
egories of Elements
If OB
op is the opposite category of OB, then Sets
OB
op
denotes the functor
category of presheaves on Boolean observables, which remarkably is a topos.
Its objects are all functors X : OB
op
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq Sets, and its morphisms are all nat-
ural transformations between such functors. Each object X in this category
is a contravariant set-valued functor on OB, called a presheaf on OB.
For each Boolean observable ξ of OB, X(ξ) is a set, and for each arrow
f : θ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq ξ, X(f) : X(ξ) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq X(θ) is a set function. If X is a presheaf on OB
and x ∈ X(O), the value X(f)(x) for an arrow f : θ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq ξ in OB is called the
restriction of x along f and is denoted by X(f)(x) = x/f .
Each object ξ of OB gives rise to a contravariant Hom-functor y[ξ] :=
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HomOB(−, ξ). This functor defines a presheaf on OB. Its action on an
object θ of OB is given by
y[ξ] := HomOB(θ, ξ)
whereas its action on a morphism η w qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq θ, for v : θ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq ξ is given by
y[ξ](w) : HomOB(θ, ξ) qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqq HomOB(η, ξ)
y[ξ](w)(v) = v ◦ w
Furthermore y can be made into a functor from OB to the contravariant
functors on OB
y : OB qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqqq
q SetsOB
op
such that ξ 7→HomOB(−, ξ). This is an embedding and it is a full and faithful
functor.
Since OB is a small category, there is a set consisting of all the elements
of all the sets X(ξ), and similarly there is a set consisting of all the functions
X(f). This observation regarding X : OB
op
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqq Sets permits us to take
the disjoint union of all the sets of the form X(ξ) for all objects ξ of OB.
The elements of this disjoint union can be represented as pairs (ξ, x) for all
objects ξ of OB and elements x ∈ X(ξ). Thus the disjoint union of sets is
made by labeling the elements. Now we can construct a category whose set
of objects is the disjoint union just mentioned. This structure is called the
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Diagram 3
category of elements of the presheaf X, denoted by G(X,OB). Its objects
are all pairs (ξ, x), and its morphisms (ξ´, x´) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq (ξ, x) are those morphisms
u : ξ´ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq ξ of OB for which xu = x´. Projection on the second coordinate
of G(X,OB), defines a functor GX : G(X,OB) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq OB. G(X,OB) together
with the projection functor GX is called the split discrete fibration induced
by X, and OB is the base category of the fibration. The word ”discrete”
refers to the fact that the fibers are categories in which the only arrows are
identity arrows. If ξ is a Boolean observable object of OB, the inverse image
under GP of ξ is simply the set X(ξ), although its elements are written as
pairs so as to form a disjoint union.
3.2 Coordinatization Functor
We define a shaping or modeling or coordinatisation functor, A : OB qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqq
qqqqqqqq OQ,
which assigns to Boolean observables in OB (that plays the role of the model
category) the underlying Quantum observables from OQ, and to Boolean
homomorphisms the underlying quantum algebraic homomorphisms. Hence
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Diagram 4
A acts as a forgetful functor, forgetting the extra Boolean structure of B.
Equivalently the shaping functor can be characterized as, A : B qqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq L,
which assigns to Boolean event algebras in B (that plays the role of the model
category) the underlying quantum event algebras from L, and to Boolean
homomorphisms the underlying quantum algebraic homomorphisms, such
that [Diagram 4] commutes:
4 Adjointness between Presheaves of Boolean
Observables and Quantum Observables
We consider the category of quantum observables OQ and the modeling func-
tor A, and we define the functor R from OQ to the topos of presheaves given
by
R(Ξ) : ξ 7→HomOQ(A(ξ),Ξ)
A natural transformation τ between the topos of presheaves on the cat-
egory of Boolean observables X and R(Ξ), τ : X qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq R(Ξ) is a family τξ
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q
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X(ξ´)
τξ
q
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqq HomOQ(A(ξ´),Ξ)
Diagram 5
indexed by Boolean observables ξ of OB for which each τξ is a map
τξ : X(ξ)→HomOQ(A(ξ),Ξ)
of sets, such that the diagram of sets [Diagram 5] commutes for each Boolean
homomorphism u : ξ´ → ξ of OB.
If we make use of the category of elements of the Boolean observables-
variable set X , being an object in the topos of presheaves, then the map τξ,
defined above, can be characterized as:
τξ : (ξ, p)→HomOQ(A ◦GX(ξ, p),Ξ)
Equivalently such a τ can be seen as a family of arrows of OQ which is
being indexed by objects (ξ, p) of the category of elements of the presheaf of
Boolean observables X, namely
{τξ(p) : A(ξ)→ Ξ}(ξ,p)
From the perspective of the category of elements of X, the condition of the
commutativity of [Diagram 5] is equivalent with the condition that for each
arrow u [Diagram 6] commutes.
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 
 
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
τ´ξ(p´)
A(ξ´) A ◦GX(ξ´, p´)
Diagram 6
From [Diagram 6] we can see that the arrows τξ(p) form a cocone from
the functor A ◦GX to the quantum observable algebra object Ξ. Making use
of the definition of the colimit, we conclude that each such cocone emerges
by the composition of the colimiting cocone with a unique arrow from the
colimit LX to the quantum observable object Ξ. In other words, there is a
bijection which is natural in X and Ξ
Nat(X,R(Ξ)) ∼= HomOQ(LX,Ξ)
From the above bijection we are driven to the conclusion that the functor
R from OQ to the topos of presheaves given by
R(Ξ) : ξ 7→HomOQ(A(ξ),Ξ)
has a left adjoint L : SetsOB
op
→ OQ, which is defined for each presheaf of
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Nat(X,R(Ξ)rqqqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq HomOQ(LX,Ξ)
Nat(X,R(Ξ)lqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqHomOQ(LX,Ξ)
Diagram 7
Boolean observables X in SetsOB
op
as the colimit
L(X) = Colim{G(X,OB)
GX
q
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q
qqqqqqq
qqqq OB
A
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qq
q
qqqqqqqqqq
q OQ}
Consequently there is a pair of adjoint functors L ⊣ R as follows:
L : SetsOB
op
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
OQ : R
Thus we have constructed an adjunction which consists of the functors L
and R, called left and right adjoints with respect to each other respectively,
as well as the natural bijection
Nat(X,R(Ξ)) ∼= HomOQ(LX,Ξ)
In the adjoint situation described above, between the topos of presheaves
of Boolean observables and the category of Quantum observables, [Diagram
7] the map r is called the right adjunction operator and the map l the left
adjunction operator.
If in the bijection defining the adjunction we use as X the representable
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Diagram 8
presheaf of the topos of Boolean observables y[ξ], it takes the form:
Nat(y[ξ],R(Ξ)) ∼= HomOQ(Ly[ξ],Ξ)
We note that when X = y[ξ] is representable, then the corresponding cat-
egory of elements G(y[ξ],OB) has a terminal object, namely the element
1 : ξ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq ξ of y[ξ](ξ). Therefore the colimit of the composite A ◦ Gy[ξ] is
going to be just the value of A ◦Gy[ξ] on the terminal object. Thus we have
Ly[ξ](ξ) ∼= A ◦Gy[ξ](ξ, 1ξ) = A(ξ)
Thus we can characterize A(ξ) as the colimit of the representable presheaf
on the category of Boolean observables according to [Diagram 6].
5 Analysis of the Adjunction
The content of the adjunction between the topos of presheaves of Boolean
observables and the category of Quantum observables can be analyzed if
we make use of the categorical construction of the colimit defined above,
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as a coequalizer of a coproduct. We consider the colimit of any functor
F : I qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq OQ from some index category I to OQ. Let µi : F(i) → ∐iF(i),
i ∈ I, be the injections into the coproduct. A morphism from this coproduct,
χ : ∐iF(i) → OQ, is determined uniquely by the set of its components
χi = χµi. These components χi are going to form a cocone over F to the
quantum observable vertex Ξ only when for all arrows v : i qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq j of the index
category I the following conditions are satisfied
(χµj)F(v) = χµi
So we consider all F(domv) for all arrows v with its injections νv and
obtain their coproduct ∐v:i→jF(domv). Next we construct two arrows ζ and
η, defined in terms of the injections νv and µi, for each v : i qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq j by the
conditions
ζνv = µi
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Diagram 11
ηνv = µjF(v)
as well as their coequalizer χ [Diagram 10]
The coequalizer condition χζ = χη tells us that the arrows χµi form a
cocone over F to the quantum observable vertex OQ. We further note that
since χ is the coequalizer of the arrows ζ and η this cocone is the colimiting
cocone for the functor F : I → OQ from some index category I to OQ. Hence
the colimit of the functor F can be constructed as a coequalizer of coproduct
according to [Diagram 11]
In the case considered the index category is the category of elements of
the presheaf of Boolean observables X and the functor A ◦GX plays the role
of the functor F : I qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq OQ. In the diagram above the second coproduct is
over all the objects (ξ, p) with p ∈ X(ξ) of the category of elements, while
the first coproduct is over all the maps v : (ξ´, p´) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq (ξ, p) of that category,
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∐
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∐
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Diagram 13
so that v : ξ´ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq ξ and the condition pv = p´ is satisfied. We conclude that
the colimit LA(P ) can be equivalently presented as the coequalizer [Diagram
12]:
The coequalizer presentation of the colimit shows that the ”Hom-functor”
RA has a left adjoint which can be characterized categorically as the tensor
product −⊗OBA.
In order to clarify the above observation, we forget for the moment that
the discussion concerns the category of quantum observables OQ, and we
consider instead the category Sets. Then the coproduct ∐pA(ξ) is a co-
product of sets, which is equivalent to the product X(ξ)×A(ξ) for ξ ∈ OB.
The coequalizer is thus the definition of the tensor product P ⊗A of the set
valued factors:
X : OB
op
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq Sets, A : OB qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
qq
q Sets
According to [Diagram 13] above for elements p ∈ X(ξ), v : ξ´ → ξ and
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q´ ∈ A(ξ´) the following equations hold:
ζ(p, v, q´) = (pv, q´), η(p, v, q´) = (p, vq´)
symmetric in X and A. Hence the elements of the set X⊗OBA are all of the
form χ(p, q). This element can be written as
χ(p, q) = p⊗ q, p ∈ X(ξ), q ∈ A(ξ)
Thus if we take into account the definitions of ζ and η above, we obtain
pv ⊗ q´ = p⊗ vq´, p ∈ X(ξ), q´ ∈ A(ξ´), v : ξ´ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq ξ
We conclude that the setX⊗OBA is actually the quotient of the set ∐ξX(ξ)×
A(ξ) by the equivalence relation generated by the above equations.
Furthermore if we define the arrows
kξ : X⊗OBA qqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqqq Ξ, lξ : X(ξ) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq HomOQ(A(ξ),Ξ)
they are related under the fundamental adjunction by
kξ(p, q) = lξ(p)(q), ξ ∈ OB, p ∈ X(ξ), q ∈ A(ξ)
Here we consider k as a function on ∐ξX(ξ) × A(ξ) with components kξ :
X(ξ)×A(ξ) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq Ξ satisfying
kξ´(pv, q) = kξ(p, vq)
in agreement with the equivalence relation defined above.
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Now we replace the category Sets by the category of quantum observables
OQ under study. The element q in the set A(ξ) is replaced by a generalized
element q : C → A(ξ) from some object C of OQ. Then we consider k
as a function ∐(ξ,p)A(ξ) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq Ξ with components k(ξ,p) : A(ξ) → Ξ for each
p ∈ X(ξ), that for all arrows v : ξ´ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq ξ satisfy
k(ξ´,pv) = k(ξ,p) ◦A(v)
Then the condition defining the bijection holding by virtue of the fundamen-
tal adjunction is given by
k(ξ,p) ◦ q = lξ(p) ◦ q : C → Ξ
This argument, being natural in the object C, is determined by setting C =
A(ξ) with q being the identity map. Hence the bijection takes the form
k(ξ,p) = lξ(p), where k : ∐(ξ,p)A(ξ) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqq
qqqqqqqq Ξ, and lξ : X(ξ) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq HomOQ(A(ξ),Ξ).
6 System Of Measurement Localizations For
Quantum Observables
The central idea behind the notion of a system of localizations for a quan-
tum observable, which will be defined shortly, is based on the expectation
that the complex object Ξ in OQ is possible to be studied by means of cer-
tain sructure preserving maps ξ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq Ξ with local or modeling objects Boolean
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observables ξ in OB as their domains. Of course any single map from any
modeling Boolean observable to a quantum observable is not sufficient to
determine it fully and hence it is a priori destined to suppress information
about it. The only way to cope with this problem is to consider many cer-
tain structure preserving maps from the modeling Boolean observables to a
quantum observable simultaneously so as to cover it completely. In turn the
information available about each map of the specified kind may be used to
determine the quantum observable itself. In this case we say that the family
of such maps generate a system of prelocalizations for a quantum observable.
We can formalize these intuitive ideas as follows:
A system of prelocalizations for quantum observable Ξ in OQ is a
subfunctor of the Hom-functor R(Ξ) of the form S : OB
op → Sets, namely
for all ξ in OB it satisfies S(ξ) ⊆ [R(Ξ)](ξ). Hence a system of prelocal-
izations for quantum observable Ξ in OQ is a set S(ξ) of quantum algebraic
homomorphisms of the form
ψξ : A(ξ) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqq
qq
qq
qqqq Ξ, ξ ∈ OB
such that 〈ψξ : A(ξ) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q Ξ, in S(ξ) and A(v) : A(ξ) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq A(ξ´) in OQ for
v : ξ qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq ξ´ in OB, implies ψξ ◦A(v) : A(ξ´) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq OQ in S(ξ)〉.
In order to establish the connection of the above equivalent definitions
with the fundamental adjunction of the previous section we note that we have
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made use of the bijection establishing the adjunction, and for the definition
of the system of prelocalizations for a quantum observable, through this
bijective correspondence, we have used as X the representable presheaf y[ξ]
on the category of Boolean observables. This is obvious since
S(ξ) ⊆ [R(Ξ)](ξ)
implies by use of the Yoneda lemma
S(ξ) ⊆ Nat(y[ξ],R(Ξ)) ∼= HomOQ(Ly[ξ],Ξ)
The introduction of the notion of a system of prelocalizations has a physi-
cal basis. According to Kohen-Specker theorem it not possible to understand
completely a quantum mechanical system with the use of a single system of
Boolean devices. On the other side, in every concrete experimental con-
text, the set of events that have been actualized in this context forms a
Boolean algebra. In the light of this we can say that any Boolean object
(BΞ, [ψB]Ξ : A(BΞ) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqq
qqqqqqqq L) in a system of prelocalizations for quantum event
algebra, making [Diagram 14] commutative, corresponds to a set of Boolean
classical events that become actualized in the experimental context of B.
These Boolean objects play the role of measurement shaping objects.The
above observation is equivalent to the statement that a measurement Boolean
algebra serves as a reference frame in a topos-theoretical environment, rela-
tive to which a measurement result is being coordinatized. Correspondingly,
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by [Diagram 14], we obtain naturally the notion of coordinatizing Boolean
observables in a system of prelocalizations for a quantum observable over
Quantum event algebra L. The above notion suggests an effective way of
viewing the quantum formalism in a contextualistic perspective, pointing to
a relativity principle of a topos-theoretical origin. Philosophically speaking,
it supports the assertion that the quantum world is being perceived through
Boolean reference frames, regulated by its observers’ measurement proce-
dures, which interlock to form a coherent picture in a non-trivial way.
Adopting the aforementioned perspective on quantum observable struc-
tures, the operation of the Hom-functor R(Ξ) is equivalent to singling out a
set of algebraic homomorphisms which are to play the role of local coverings
of a quantum observable by modeling objects. The notion of a system of pre-
localizations boils down essentially to sending many Boolean observables into
the quantum observable homomorphically, expecting that these modeling ob-
jects will prove to be sufficient for determination of the quantum observable.
If we consider the point of view offered by the geometric manifold theory we
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may legitimately characterize the maps ψξ : A(ξ) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq Ξ, ξ ∈ OB in a system
of prelocalizations for quantum observable Ξ as Boolean observable charts.
Correspondingly the shaping Boolean objects (BΞ, [ψB]Ξ : A(BΞ) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q L) in
a system of prelocalizations for a quantum event algebra, making [Diagram
14] commutative, may be characterized as measurement charts. In turn their
domains BΞ may be called Boolean coordinate domains for measurement,
the elements of BΞ measured Boolean coordinates, and the elements of L as
quantum events or quantum propositions. Finally, the Boolean homomor-
phisms v : BΞ qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq B´Ξ in B play the equivalent role of transition maps.
It is evident that a quantum observable, and correspondingly the quantum
event algebra over which it is defined, can have many systems of measurement
prelocalizations, which form a partial ordered set under inclusion. We note
that the minimal system is the empty one, namely S(ξ) = ∅ for all ξ ∈
OB, whereas the maximal system is the Hom-functor R(Ξ) itself. Moreover
intersection of any number of systems of prelocalization is again a system
of prelocalization. We say that a family of Boolean observable charts ψξ :
A(ξ) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq Ξ, ξ ∈ OB (or correspondingly a family of Boolean measurement
charts [ψB]Ξ : A(BΞ) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqq
qq
qq
qq
q L) making [Diagram 14] commutative, generates
the system of prelocalization S iff this system is the smallest among all that
contain this family.
The passage from a system of prelocalizations to a system of localizations
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for a quantum observable is achieved if certain compatibility conditions are
satisfied on the overlap of the modeling Boolean charts covering the quantum
observable under investigation. In order to accomplish this it is necessary to
introduce the categorical concept of pullback in OQ [Diagram 15].
The pullback of the Boolean charts ψξ : A(ξ) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q Ξ, ξ ∈ OB and ψξ´ :
A(ξ´) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq Ξ, ξ´ ∈ OB with common codomain the quantum observable Ξ, con-
sists of the object A(ξ)×ΞA(ξ´) and two arrows ψξξ´ and ψξ´ξ, called projec-
tions, as shown in the above diagram. The square commutes and for any
object T and arrows h and g that make the outer square commute, there
is a unique u : T qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq A(ξ)×ΞA(ξ´) that makes the whole diagram commute.
Hence we obtain the condition:
ψξ´ ◦ g = ψξ ◦ h
The pullback of the Boolean charts ψξ : A(ξ) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqq
q Ξ, ξ ∈ OB and ψξ´ :
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A(ξ´) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq Ξ, ξ´ ∈ OB is equivalently characterized as their fibre product, be-
cause A(ξ)×ΞA(ξ´) is not the whole product A(ξ)×A(ξ´) but the product
taken fibre by fibre. We notice that if ψξ and ψξ´ are 1-1, then their pullback
is isomorphic with the intersection A(ξ) ∩ A(ξ´). Then we can define the
pasting map, which is an isomorphism, as follows:
Ωξ,ξ´ : ψξ´ξ(A(ξ)×ΞA(ξ´)) q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
q
qqqqqqqqqqq ψξξ´(A(ξ)×ΞA(ξ´))
by putting
Ωξ,ξ´ = ψξξ´ ◦ ψξ´ξ
−1
Then we have the following conditions:
Ωξ,ξ = 1ξ 1ξ : identity of ξ
Ωξ,ξ´ ◦ Ωξ´,´´ξ = Ωξ,´´ξ if A(ξ) ∩A(ξ´) ∩A(
´´
ξ) 6= 0
Ωξ,ξ´ = Ωξ´,ξ if A(ξ) ∩A(ξ´) 6= 0
The pasting map assures that ψξ´ξ(A(ξ)×ΞA(ξ´)) and ψξξ´(A(ξ)×ΞA(ξ´))
are going to cover the same part of the quantum observable in a compatible
way.
It is obvious that the above compatibility conditions are translated imme-
diately to corresponding compatibility conditions concerning Boolean mea-
surement charts on the Quantum event structure.
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Given a system of measurement prelocalizations for quantum observable
Ξ ∈ OQ, and correspondingly for the Quantum event algebra over which it
is defined, we call it a system of localizations iff the above compatibil-
ity conditions are satisfied and moreover the quantum algebraic structure is
preserved.
7 Representation of Quantum Observables and
Event Algebras
7.1 Unit and Counit of the Fundamental Adjunction
We focus again our attention in the fundamental adjunction and investigate
the unit and the counit of it. For any presheaf XinthetoposSetsO
op
B , the unit
δX : X qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqq
qqqqqqqq HomOQ(A( ),X⊗OBA) has components:
δX(ξ) : X(ξ) qqqqqqq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqqq HomOQ(A(ξ),X⊗OBA)
for each Boolean observable object ξ of OB.
If we make use of the representable presheaf y[ξ] we obtain
δy[ξ] : y[ξ]→ HomOQ(A( ),y[ξ]⊗OBA)
Hence for each object ξ of OB the unit, in the case considered, corresponds
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Diagram 16
to a map
A(ξ)→ y[ξ]⊗OBA
But since
y[ξ]⊗OBA
∼= A(ξ)
the unit for the representable presheaf of Boolean observables is clearly an
isomorphism. By the preceding discussion we can see that [Diagram 16]
commutes.
Thus the unit of the fundamental adjunction referring to the representable
presheaf of the category of Boolean observables provides a map (Quantum
algebraic homomorphism) A(ξ) qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq y[ξ]⊗OBA which is an isomorphism.
On the other side, for each Quantum observable object Ξ of OQ the
counit is
ǫΞ : HomOQ(A( ),Ξ)⊗OBA qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq Ξ
The counit corresponds to the vertical map in [Diagram 17].
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7.2 Boolean Manifold Representation by Measurement
Localizations
The manifold representaion of a quantum observable structure in terms of
Boolean masurement localizations, consisting of Boolean reference frames in
a topos-theoretical environment, is described by the following proposition:
Proposition: Given a quantum observable Ξ in OQ and a system of com-
patible measurement prelocalizations consisting of Boolean observables, then
it is a system of measurement localizations iff the counit of the fundamental
adjunction restricted to this system is an isomorphism. This statement may
equivalently and more fundamentally be expressed in terms of the quantum
event algebra over which observables are defined, if we take into account
[Diagram 14], as follows:
Proposition: Given a quantum event algebra L in L and a system of
compatible measurement prelocalizations for quantum observable Ξ over L,
consisting of Boolean measurement charts, then it is a system of measure-
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ment localizations, or a measurement atlas, iff the counit of the fundamental
adjunction restricted to this system is an isomorphism.
In this case we say that a quantum event algebra L in L admits a Boolean
manifold representation induced by Boolean measurement charts for observ-
ables defined over L.
Proof: The proof of the proposition goes as folows: (For simplicity in
the notation we avoid writing the observable index Ξ explicitly when we refer
to measurement charts).
We suppose that we are given a quantum event algebra, a system of
measurement compatible prelocalizations of it, and moreover let the counit
of the adjunction (expessed in terms of event algebras) restricted to this
system is an isomorphism
ǫL : R(L)⊗BA qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqq
qqqqqqqq L
such that
ψB = ǫL ◦ [ψB⊗ ]
or in the notation of elements equivalently:
ǫL([ψB⊗a]) = ψB(a), a ∈ A(B)
where ψB(a) = Ξ(ΞB
−1(a)), for all ψB : A(B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqq
q L according to the com-
mutative triangle [Diagram 18].
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Let T be any system of measurement prelocalizations for quantum event
algebra L in L. Since the counit ǫL is surjective map, for given element l in
L we obtain l = ψB(a) = ǫL([ψB⊗a]) for some ψB : A(B) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqqq
q L. Since T is
a system of prelocalizations, we have ψB = ψC ◦A(v) for some v : C qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqqqqqqqqq B
in B and ψC in T. Hence
l = ψC ◦ [A(v)](a) = ψC(b), ψC : A(C) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqq
qqqqqqqq L ∈ T, b ∈ A(C)
Hence for every quantum event l there exists a measurement Boolean chart
in T and ”Boolean coordinates” a in A(B) such that l = ψB(a), or else every
quantum event gets covered.
Moreover let ψB : A(B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqq
qqqqqqqq L and ψC : A(C) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqq
qqqqqqqq L in T. Then the fi-
bre product structure K = A(B)×LA(C) with projections h : K qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqq
qq
qq
qqqq A(B),
g : K qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq A(C), and the fact that the counit is 1-1, provides compatibility
relations on overlaps for the ”Boolean coordinates” of a quantum event. Con-
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cretely, for every two Boolean charts ψB : A(B) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqqq
q L and ψC : A(C) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqqq
q L
in T such that ψB(a) = ψC(b), a ∈ A(B) and b ∈ A(C), there exists a
pair of transition functions provided by the projections of the fibre product,
h : K qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqqq A(B), g : K qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq A(C) and a ”Boolean coordinate” k ∈ K such
that
ψB ◦ h = ψC ◦ g, a = h(k), b = g(k)
Furthermore from the definition of the left adjoint functor we know that
R(L)⊗BA has a quantum event algebra structure. Since the counit is an
isomorphism, the quantum event algebra structure is in to 1-1 correspodence
with that of L. More explicitly the quantum event algebra structure of L is
identical with the one induced by the system T, namely:
l = 1⇔ l = ψB(1), ∀ψB ∈ T
l = m∗ ⇔ m = ψB(a)⇒ l = ψB(a
∗), ∀ψB ∈ T, ∀a ∈ Dom(ψB)
l ≤ m⇔ [l = ψB(a) ∧m = ψB(b)⇒ a ≤ b, ∀ψB ∈ T, ∀a, b ∈ Dom(ψB)
Conversely, letT be any system of measurement localizations for quantum
event algebra L in L, such that the measurement Boolean charts are endowed
with the properties of covering entirely L, are compatible on overlaps and
carry a quantum event algebra structure. Then we claim that the counit
ǫL : R(L)⊗BA qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
qqqqqqqqqqqq L defines a quantum algebraic homomorphism which is
an isomorphism.
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Firstly, by the property of covering, the counit has to be ”onto”. In order
to prove that it is 1-1, we suppose that ψB : A(B) qqqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qqqq
qqqqqqqq L and ψC : A(C) qqqqqqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqqqqqqq
q L
in T are in a system of localizations, and let ǫL([ψB⊗a]) = ǫL([ψC⊗b]), or
equivalently ψB(a) = ψC(b). We wish to show that [ψB⊗a] = [ψC⊗b]. We
set ψB = ψD ◦A(v) and ψC = ψE ◦A(w) for ψD and ψE in T, and some tran-
sition functions A(v), A(w). It is clear that [ψB⊗a] = [ψD⊗[A(v)](a)] and
[ψC⊗b] = [ψE⊗[A(w)](b)] and moreover ψD([A(v)](a)) = ψE([A(w)](b)). At
this point the compatibility on ovelaps property of the system of localizations
considered, will supply us with transition functions A(v´), A(w´), such that
we are going to have [ψD⊗[A(v)](a)] = [ψE⊗[A(w)](b)].
It remains to show that the counit preserves the quantum algebraic struc-
ture in order to establish the isomorphism. Immediately we can show that
ǫL([ψB⊗1]) = ψB(1) = 1
ǫL(([ψB⊗a])
∗) = ǫL([ψB⊗a
∗]) = ψB(a
∗) = [ψB(a)]
∗ = [ǫL([ψB⊗a])]
∗
The partial ordering can be shown as follows: [ψB⊗a] ≤ [ψC⊗b] iff 〈c ≤ d⇒
ψK(c) ≤ ψK(d)〉 or equivalently ǫL([ψK⊗c]) ≤ ǫL([ψK⊗d]), where [ψB⊗a] =
[ψK⊗c] and [ψC⊗b] = [ψK⊗c], and the pullback of the arrows ψB and ψC
has been used, in which h(c) = a, g(d) = b, ψK = ψB ◦ h = ψB ◦ g. Next
we observe that since the counit is ”onto” and 1-1, we obtain: ǫL([ψB⊗a]) ≤
ǫL([ψC⊗b]) iff ǫL([ψK⊗c]) ≤ ǫL([ψK⊗d]) ⇒ ψK(c) ≤ ψK(d) ⇒ 〈c ≤ d iff
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[ψB⊗a] ≤ [ψC⊗b]〉.
8 Conclusions
By virtue of the fundamental proposition we conclude that:
1. A system of localizations S : Bop qqqqqqqqqqqq qqqqqqqqqqq Sets plays the role of a measure-
ment atlas for a quantum event algebra L in L and
2. The quantum event algebra L, endowed with an atlas of Boolean
measurement localizations, is a Boolean manifold.
3. The objects of the category of elements G(R(L), B) are the local
modeling measurement Boolean charts and its maps are the pasting maps.
These objects are identified as the reference frames on a quantum observable
structure, considered in a topos-theoretical environment, in conjunction with
the adjunction eastablished between the Boolean and quantum species of
observable structure.
The fact that the counit is surjective means that the Boolean charts
in G(R(L), B) cover entirely the quantum event algebra L. The fact that
the counit is injective means that any two measurement Boolean charts are
compatible. Moreover since the counit is also an algebraic homomorphism,
means that is preserves the structure, hence in effect the quantum event alge-
bra L is determined completely by the Boolean measurement charts and their
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compatibility relations in a system of localizations of it. Each measurement
chart corresponds to a set of Boolean events locally. The equivalence classes
of measurement charts represent the same quantum events in L. We notice
that since two different local Boolean measurement charts may overlap, there
exists the possibility of probing the quantum structure by observing quantum
events from different frames, or in different contexts. But due to the pres-
ence of the equivalence and compatibility relations, these different contexts
of observing are equivalent and moreover establish the same quantum event.
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